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A --ladder is a ladder which propagates with the fastest velocity allowed by (the "speed of light"). In a the present case, the four diagonal trails are -ladders one cell wide and with spatial period one. We will encounter more elaborate ladders later in the paper. For now, note that the Exactly 1 rule grows persistently from finite since there must be extremal occupied cells in the diagonal directions any E ! which give rise to permanent -ladders. analogous structure over the rest of the lattice, by symmetry):
The only occupied site with
. All other sites of the form are vacant, with at least two occupied neighbors of the form (2 and so never join the crystal.
The only occupied site with is the origin, and the occupied sites with have first
The configuration on the lattice region bounded by
is an exact translate of the configuration on the region bounded by , and and
The configuration on the region bounded by
is the mirror reflection of the same pattern. Finally, the configuration on the region bounded by , and is an exact rotated translate of the configuration 
is unoccupied must have an even number of occupied neighbors, and so cannot join the crystal). Thus further growth within the octant is divided into three triangular regions, as in The -ladder along its upper edge proceeds southeast until it occupies the point ( as desired
in part of the induction. We omit further details, which are checked in a similar fashion.
Ð 3 3 Ñ

Evaluation of the density
Write , and
Note first that, dividing the lattice into octants and appealing to symmetry, Next, denote the triangular regions shown in (the right half of) Fig. 7 
The solution is
In particular we see that the asymptotic density, and so
in the sense of (3.3).
Let us pause here to pose four problems. The first two are exercises for the enterprising reader. The third, motivated by empirical observation that many small seeds induce bounded perturbations of the singleton-seed recursion, may well involve substantial effort. The fourth is quite likely most difficult.
Problem 5. Packard and Wolfram [PW] observed similar behavior in the Exactly 1 rule on the nearest neighbor (cf. rule 174, shown in their Fig. 2) , although they did not identify a recursive diamond structure or compute its asymptotic density. Mimic the derivation above to show that the density starting from a single occupied cell equals . 
